
Control both your physical and virtual world
GEWA Connect

Art.nr 461190GEWA Connect helps you control your physical world, 
such as your TV, lights, windows and doors.

It will also help you to stay in contact with family 
and friends by making phone calls and sending 
text messages. You can stay up-to-date by using 
Facebook and other social media or by reading the 
latest news online, watching YouTube or playing music 
by controlling your smartphone with GEWA Connect.
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CONTROL YOUR PHYSICAL AND VIRTUAL WORLD
With GEWA Connect the physical and virtual world 
are merged and can both easily be controlled. Just 
install GEWA Connect on your own device and start 
to control your home and virtual world from your 
smartphone or tablet.

HOW DOES GEWA CONNECT WORK?
The heart of the system is the Abilia Multibox that 
is connected to your device via cable. The GEWA 
Connect app is installed on your device and receives 
commands from the switches attached to the Multibox. 
Remote commands are sent from the app to the IR or 
GEWA Radio transmitter on the Multibox to control 
your environment.

Based on your own needs, you can choose to manage 
your environment with either List view or Grid view. 

The system is operated by button switches, sip and puff 
controls or any type of switch that suits your needs. 

You can easily alternate between row and point 
scanning depending on which app and function you are 
using in that moment. 

AN ALERT FUNCTION TO KEEP YOU SAFE
To keep you safe, you will find a built-in alert function 
which lets you call for help, any time you need 
assistance. Just press the switch for 8 seconds to send 
an alert signal to a predefined receiver. The function is per-
formed in the Multibox, which means that if the device is 
unavailable for any reason, you can still send the alert. 

SUPPORTS YOU ON THE GO
Take GEWA Connect with you and stay in control when 
you are on the go. You can teach the system remote 
control commands for places you regularly visit outside 
of your home. The ability to control  the virtual world is 
of course not restricted to your home.

SIMPLE AND SAFE MANAGEMENT
Thanks to myAbilia – our online service, you can 
manage all settings and configurations from a remote 
computer and everything is stored in a safe place. This 
means that if you lose your phone or tablet for some 
reason, your configuration and data are easy to down-
load to your new device. 

DELIVERED WITH
• Multibox incl. cables and charger
• Manual
• Licence voucher
• Device recommendations

GEWA Connect point scanning on a tablet

TECHNICAL INFORMATION GEWA CONNECT 461190

MULTIBOX

Size 108 x 67 x 22 mm 

Weight 153 g

Connections     3.5 mm, Micro-USB

Transmit methods  IR, GEWA Radio

ACCESSORIES ART NR

Holder (smartphone + multibox) 461198 

Tablet holder (tablet + multibox) 461196 

Miniarm 451030 

Universalarm 621966

REQUIREMENT USERS MOBILE UNIT

OS Android 9 or higher 

Connections USB-C
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GEWA Connect is a medical device intended for indoor use.


